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The purpose of this paper is to clarify and discuss some of the major

issues involving curriculum and instruction and how these issues impact on the

persons who act as technical assisters for the Long Range Plan for School Im-

provement. Throughout the aforementioned seminar series, numerous concerns

and ideas were raised. We have classified these concerns and ideas into the

five issues presented in this paper. We realize that these five are not in-

clusive of all issues that could be raised and are not mutually exclusive, but

are quite interdependent.

The first issue acts as a conceptual framework for the entire long-range

planning process, while issues two through four focus specifically on Section I

of the Long Range Plan for School Improvement. The final issue--continuity of

technical assistance--acts as acapstone for the preceding four, especially in

its implications for technical assisters. The discussions are intended to pro-

voke questions and provide some direction to persons who are just entering the

partnership of technical assistance to school districts.

Issue 1

Long range planning should be viewed as a deliberative and participative

process whose steps should not be considered in isolation of each other.

Discussion

Based on observation '.y the authors and conversations with others who
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have had an opportunity to observe the planning processes used by school

districts of Wave I and II of school improvement, we feel that many school

districts tend to view the long range planning process as a set of unconnected

or only slightly connected steps in a process. Our contention is that admin-

istrators involved in developing the Long Range Plan for School Improvement

need to see the whole of the planning process and the resultant product before

they can reasonably develop an effective long range plan. To attempt to do

any section of the plan in isolation from the other sections is possible, but

likely to be somewhat less than highly effective.

We contend that what is needed is the development and implementation of

a deliberative process involving discussions with faculty, administrative staff,

and representatives from intermediate units, institutions of higher education

and the community at the front end of the planning process. Considerable time

needs to be spent in examining ana establishing goals, defining desired out-

comes, identifying, clarifying and questioning the underlying assumptions and

exploring reasonable alternatives for the long range planning process. These

typify many of the crucial early elements in generic problem solving and plan-

ning processes found throughout the literature. Banathy (1968) has indicated

that

Schools exist to meet the educational needs of the society.
They accomplish this through a continuous interaction with
their environment. The key aspect of this interaction is
information exchange. Information upon which the school is
to operate is generated both externally and internally. It

comprises the main input to planning, programming, and manag-
ing education.

In his book entitled Educational System Planning, Kaufman (1972) notes that an

overall educational management process model may be conceived of being constitu-

ted of the following elements:

1. Identify a problem (based on documented needs).
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2. Identify solution requirements and solution alternatives.

3. Select solution strategies (from among the alternatives).

4. Implement selected strategies (to achieve the required
outcomes).

5. Determine performance effectiveness.

6. Revise as required any step in the process

The first five of these six steps can be classified into two major components- -

problem identification (steps one and two), and problem resolution (steps three,

four, and five). The sixth step is used as both problem identification and

problem solution (Kaufman 1972). His notion is that considerable time and ener-

gy should be spent in order to establish the proper identification of needs be-

fore anything else is considered. Our thinking and experiet Is are congruent

with Kaufman's in that districts which have rushed into Long Range Planning for

School Improvement have often encountered severe problems later in the planning

process because they did not take the time to conceptualize the entire process

and to develop and internalize the relationships among its constituent elements.

Without such a percolation period, school districts might race to premature con-

clusions, choices of inappropriate action plans, and hastily conceived staff

development programs. As much as three or four months might be needed in order

to develop good working relationships, mediating the political process in the

district, identifying and setting reasonable expectations, and defining a com-

prehensive needs assessment strategy.

Implications

One possible solution would be for the Department of Education to develoo

a document which would be an idealized process manual. However, it appears to

us that what is needed is for the Department of Education, institutions of high-

er education, and intermediate units to orchestrate a process which will encour-

age districts to remember the old adr.ge that "haste makes waste" and to spend
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what may seem to many, an inordinate amount of time in developing a high quality

administrative plan for the Long Range Planning process for School Improvement.

Issue 2

Comprehensive needs assessment strategies are needed which reflect both

current developments and an ordered sequence in curriculum and instruction.

Discussion

Rosenshine's quotable summary statement on time--"You get what you teach

for"--has a corollary in the results of needs assessments--"You get what you

assess for." This is the issue under consideration:

a. What scope of the needs assessment does the Long Range
Plan for School Improvement (LRPSI) suggest?

b. What kind of data and direction does the LRPSI needs
assessment process tend to lead us

c. What are the implications for the technical assisters?

The LRPSI Resource Guide 3: Programs and Services Needs Assessment speci-

fies that the major outcomes, in analyzing building/district programs and ser-

vices strengths and needs, is:

.,the determination of the primary areas of student
strength and weaknesses on a building basis, and the
assignment of priorities to the needs identified, To

achieve the above outcome, districts confirm their
programs and services goals; analyze the relationship
among school courses, student achievements and the
Twelve Goals of Quality. Education; and analyze student
growth on a variety of achievement and attitude measures
(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1981, p,S).

The reporting requirements specify the listing of the districts' programs and

services goals and relating them to the Twelve Goals cf Quality Education. The

"districts' educational goals will vary in number, content and level of speci-

ficity. Districts will also vary in the degree to which their goals are system-

atically related to the schools' real curriculum, instruction and testing pro-

gram" (Ibid), Finally, in response to a later question which asks whether the
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Twelve Goals of Quality Education should be adopted, the response is "The

Twelve Goals of Quality Education are strongly recommended, but are not re-

quired...What is asked is that districts relate their goals to the Goals of

Quality Education" (Ibid).

As one considers the needs assessment examples provided in the LRPSI

Resource Guide 3, the conclusion that the direction suggested is more specific

to the Twelve Quality Goals and written curriculum is not difficult to reach.

While needs assessments are "often defined as a systematic process for examin-

ing the relationship between ideal or intended conditions (goals/objectives...

WHAT SHOULD BE1 and real conditions (program, test and/or opinion data--WHAT

IS)" (Ibid), the needs assessment process guides do not tend to lead to com-

prehensive examinations of both curriculum and instruction, nor does the sug-

gestion of a "systematic process" emerge. What does emerge is a thorough

examination of a district's written curriculum, planned courses, and the Twelve

Quality Goals. By requirement, the relation of all district goals to the Twelve

Goals tends to prevent the framing of goals in areas which significantly impact

on curriculum and instruction such as classroom management, leadership, or in-

structional monitoring.

As a more systematic decision-making strategy (Coffing and Huchison, 1974),

needs are basic criteria for designing and for evaluating educational programs

and services. To date, however, there are no definitive needs strategies which

comprehensively measure Pennsylvania's unique goals and curriculum and the im-

portant instructional issues which emerge from the effective classrooms /schools

literature. Certainly, Pennsylvdnia's EQA (Educational Quality Assessment) is

most comprehensive for the Commonwealth's unique goal structure and is most use-

ful and used in the development and assessment of the written curriculum. Siice

the seldom used condition variables do contain key instructional elements such
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as time and expectations (parents and teachers), this known resource might be

the most logical vehicle for both a comprehensive and ordered sequence of assess

ment for Section I of LRPSI. Some EQA field representatives already use these

data for a preliminary action planning step called program analysis. Further,

both the sequence and comprehensive range suggested in this issue were originally

planned for EQA, but abandoned due to diminishing resources and increased demands.

Implications

Five key questions might be posed by the technical 'ssister asked to assist

a school district to systematically examine the relationship between ideal and

real conditions in a district:

a. What should be the scope of the needs assessment?

b. On whose needs will you focus and at what level?

c. What kind and amounts of data should be collected
for your purpose?

d. What sources and methods might you use?

f. What existing assessment products interface with your

purposes?

The needs assessment phal,e of Section I, in our opinion, tends to focus on

the assessment and development of the written curriculum. The technical assist-

er should be aware that the answers to the above questions might lead to the

consideration of important instructional questions. If this does occur, the

technical assister will be required by necessity to go beyond standard LRPSI

guidelines and resources.

Issue 3

Alternatives other than curriculum development should be considered for

the development of action plans in Section I of the Long Range Plan.

Discussion

School districts involved in Waves I and II of School Improvement have
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tended to put a considerable amount of time and effort into developing action

plans which focus on the development and articulation of curriculum in refer-

ence to the high priority goals for those districts. This is quite understand-

able given the highly visible emphasis on the development of the planned course

by the Pennsylvania Department of Education and the release of its document

entitled "The Planned Course: Guidelines" (PDE, 1981). The process of develop-

ing planned courses is a relatively safe one for school districts to pursue.

Planned course documents which contain the four critical variables (objectives,

content used to reach objectives, expected levels of achievement and evaluation

procedures) are highly visible and their production forces a task orientation

on administrative and instructional staffs of school districts. However, one

must question development of planned courses and K-12 curriculum articulation

as the only (or most important) way to improve the quality of education in the

schools as one might infer from the "action plan" portion of Section I of the

Long Range Plan for School Improvement.

It appears that the improvement of instruction is rarely established as a

priority goal for school districts. This is perhaps because the instructional

area is more difficult to deal with than is the curriculum area. Instructional

improvement involves a broad range of technical and interpersonal competencies

on the part of supervisors, administrators, and technical assisters in reference

to instructional programming. Unfortunately, the focus on such areas is not

traditionally a part of the education and training they receive in graduate

school programs in administration; nor do administrative staffs of school dist-

ricts usually undertake systematic efforts for their own continuing professional

education. Their tendency is to plan for others--the teachers and aides in the

district. The typical school district has a staff development program consist-

ing of sporadic released days addressing an assortment of concerns, an evalua-

tion program consisting of biannual teacher ratings using the DEBE 333, and a

8
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supervision program most teachers cannot distinguish from the evaluation program

(Goldsberry, 1982). It appears that missions for staff development, for instruc-

tional supervision and for educational evaluation overlap extensively and all

tend to focus on improvement of instruction. At the district and intermediate

unit level there appears to be a need to orchestrate instructional improvement

efforts that will offer school leaders a structure-'. and interactive forum for

deloping site specific plans for a concerted program in school and instruction-

al improvement (Goldsberry, 1982),

Implications

In developing action plans, one might do well to consider the immediacy of

results. While curriculum development and planned 'course development activities

may be helpful over the long term, many parents and teachers are concerned about

"what can happen tomorrow" in the schools, Nicely (19771 has shown how an in-

structional management plan can be integrated with a curriculum plan over both

the short term and the long term in an attempt to improve instruction in mathe-

matics using the principles of diagnostic prescriptive teaching and mastery learn-

ing. In his book, Instructional lesign, Kemp (19711 illustrates plans for unit

and course development that include both instructional and curricular aspects.

The overriding notion is that curriculum development as an isolated activity is

probably inadequate for successful action planning as part of the long range

plan for school improvement. Creative, logical and interactive processes in-

volving both curriculum and instruction need to be developed for both short term

and long term effectiveness.

Issue

Guidelines for implementation and evaluation should be essential elements

of action plans.

Discussion

This issue has both historical and research roots. The past history of

9
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long range planning in Pennsylvania includes examples of long range plans devel-

oped but not implemented and submitted but not committed to. Two decades of

attempts to improve practice have taught educators and researchers that "suc-

cessful implementation is the critical factor...to improved practice" (Northwest

Regional Educational Laboratory, 1980). Holmquist (1976) found that while great

attention was given to the initial stage of problem articulation and making the

decision choice, little attention was given to the subsequent stages of decision

implementation and evaluation. Despite an extensive literature on implementa-

tion and our much improved understanding, key issues have not been presented

and guidelines have not been developed to assist districts with this critical

factor. Why do we need them and how might they help action planning?

A number of social and political characteristi,s pervade our school settings

as we strive for school improvement. Managing under conditions of decline have

required all educators to do more (or as much) with less. Superintendents and

middle managers, with less job security, are reluctant to risk major change

efforts. School boards change rapidly (and will change very dramatically in

the next two years) and long term efforts may not receive continuous support.

Many school districts already face deficits that make extended efforts more

difficult. None of these have prevented the development of Long Range Plans,

but any might affect the implementation. Perhaps even more important are the

districts who do not fully perceive the implications for or consequences of

framing ambitious and extensive goals, only to find themselves frustrated by

the reality of impossible implementation conditions in their districts. The

writers have seen several examples where conditions changed after the action

plan was written made implementation impossible...and the long range plan had

not even reached the submission stage! Implementation and evaluation guide-

lines might have helped action planning. Let us consider how.

o
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Berman and McLaughlin (1976), citing the well known Rand Studies, have

indicated that implementation "depends almost exclusively on conditions in

the local environment: on leadership, appropriate staff training, and in

the relation of the innovation to current problems. The absence of any of

1
these factors can be viewed as a real impediment to improved practice."

Marriott and Gross (19791 identify other factors that can block change efforts:

failure to diagnose problems properly; inability to anticipate implementation

problems; absence of effective monitoring and feedback; and minimal teacher

participation.

In the course of our discussion of this issue, many noted that the lack

of preparation of administrators in areas such as instructional supervision

and the capacity of both administrative staff and technical assisters to deal

with instructional analysis are serious impediments to implementation. The

Northwest Regional Laboratory C1980),...in their review of implementation, in-

dicated that:

The critical factors seem to be: appropriate information
that addresses the real and perceived problems of practi-
tioners, acquisition of new personal skills to carry out
the implementation, and the availability of skilled tech-
nical assistance to deal with the political realities
associated with a change effort. Beyond this, one may
agree that schools need to adopt *a process, at the heart
of which is staff dialogue, by iceans of which (the school)
becomes responsive to its needs and to ways of fulfilling
them better,* (Geodlad, 19791

A recent summary by Loucks and Crandall (19821 indicated that the primary impact

of technical assisters was at the school or district level, Classroom impact

"only occurs when activities of external facilitators focus on specific imple-

mentation issues (e,g, planning, scheduling, problem solving, follow up); other-

wise, external assistance works against classroom change," The reason for this

finding may be explained by Neale, Bailey and Ross (1981):

,Some concepts of planned change emphasize the need to
try out or pilot new practices, often on a small scale,
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before widespread use. During a trial phase the new
practices and procedures may be altered to fit the local
setting. Also, personnel may need a development phase
in which they can acquire the skills needed to install
a new practice. Because educational innovations are
usually complex and people-oriented, the local school
organization itself may need to change in order to
accommodate a new practice or procedure. Thus, the
implementation stage may be viewed as a stage of mutual
adaptation, in which a new practice and the existing
school organization both change.

Evaluation also plays a critical role in the school improvement process

during the implementation of action plans. On-going evaluation, including

structured feedback; is most important to the process of mutual adaptation, in

which the school as an organization and a new program or practice are both

changing. There is a continuous need to monitor new programs and practices,

to identify problems or needed adjustments, and to alter conditions or imple-

mentation elements if necessary.

Implications

Technical assisters should be aware of the absence of implementation

guidelines in the LRPSI process. Further, they should understand the key im-

plementation issues that have emerged from the past two decades of research

on change and utilize that knowledge both in providing the most effective

technical assistance and in helping districts to anticipate implementation con-

sequences. Finally, districts should be encouraged to monitor implementation,

either through standard formative evaluation procedures or through such develop-

ed approaches as the Stages of Concern or Levels of Use (Hall, et al, 1978).

Issue S

The continuity of technical assistance (via the partnership) should exist

throughout the five years of the Long Range Plan for School Improvement (LRPSI).

Discussion

In their book, Strategies for School Improvement, Neale, Bailey and Ross

12
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(1981) maintain that "despite reductions in school staffs and education budgets,

resources are still available for school improvement...,Opportunities to mobi.

lize these resources for school improvement exist in the formation of local

partnerships for school improvement, consisting of representatives of local

school administration, the teaching staff, the state education department, and

an institution of higher education," Will this continue to be true in the years

of school improvement ahead? Are there potential barriers to the likelihood of

continuity? Let's begin by looking at why continuity makes sense.

Karen Seashore,Louts 0.9811, in reflecting on implementation and the im-

provement of school practice, stressed support for the development and use of

"complex" or "hard to use" products and information. She explained...

Research suggests that the more complex a program is and
the more change is required, the less likely a school is
to adopt it, But it also suggests that programs requiring
little change provide little improvement, The more complex
programs will give greater results and thus, more effective
schools will be the outcome.

Crandall (19771 states that "most authors continue to agree that carefully

planned and structured interorgenizational efforts offer one of the most effec-

tive methods of identifying and implementing programs that are more comprehen-

sive and inclusive in scope," Comprehensive program implementation takes

time. If technical assistance is involved, continuity is essential, especially

at the early political stages of the process and for ongoing problem solving.

Lippitt (1969) contends that most significant adoption of new educational prac-

tices requires major changes in values, beliefs, and patterns of behavior--all

of which require more personal involvement, more careful adaptation, and more

feedback, The complexity inherent in this effort would also require greater

continuity if technical assistance was involved.

Despite the likelihood that more continuity might be required of technical
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assisters under different circumstances, many factors loom as potential barriers.

From our discussions, they tend to fall into two categories: credibility and

cutbacks.

The credibility issue emerges despite the fact that school improvement

conditions are excellent for technical assistance. Brickell (1980) has iden-

tified the classic one-two punch of a champion disseminator as a stinging man-

date followed up by a powerful technical assist. Many potential barriers have

been identified:

a. The tendency to be overly ambitious and promise more than
can be delivered (Gross, 1977).

b. The underestimation of the time and energy needed to make a
project or a collaboration work (Parrucci, 1977).

c. The absence of effective and uh;Tough planning (Gross, 1977).

d. The role limitations of technical assisters and the unclear
agent-of-State vs. agent-of-district status.

e. The varying abilities of technical assisters to help.

Since credibility is based on trust and experience, both must have time to be

developed. If the conditions of developing it are fragile, quality control of

service delivery becomes an important issue.

Cutbacks are affecting all technical assisters. Districts are losing

instructional and supervisory leadership; service personnel are the first to

go in higher education; and Intermediate Units'have seen numerous programs and

key staff disappear. The first year linkages to current Wave school districts,

while manageable, become less so as concern for and involvement in implementa-

tion becomes a reality. Will our own internal organizational demands for down-

sizing and upgrading (as we manage under conditions of decline) present great

conflicts in the future? Will commitments and partnerships entered into for

the planning year become more complex and demanding during implementation?

How will we meet service requests which may come from several Waves of school
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districts undergoing implementation simultaneously? Continuity Aay be less

possible under such complex circumstances.

Implications

Technical assisters face a complex set of conditions which tend to tug and

pull at our natural inclination to want to do sore in School Improvement.

While there is need to strengthen technical assistance services and to engage

in partnerships with broader scope and greater impact, cutbacks constrain the

realization of full potential and may increase our credibility problems over

time. The ethics of any service relationship requires that commitments made

b* fulfilled. While it becomes increasingly sore difficult and costly to make

long term commitments, even shorter term relationships require effective plan-

ning may be overly ambitious for the institutional support provided. Continuity

ME/ jeopardize the very credibility that technical assisters are seeking to im-

prove. This is certainly an area which will require greater intra- and inter-

organizational attention in the years ahead, Creative and lasting relationships

between technical assisters themselves may help in building collective capacity- -

both in service delivery and in more efficient and effective divisions of labor.

Conclusion

A man's lemming usually passes through three stages.
In the beginning he learns the right answers. In the
second stage he learns the right questions. In the
third and final stage, he learns which questions are
worth asking.

Unknown Author

In conclusion, we realize that our discussions of the major issues probably

have raised many more questions than'they have provided answers. Our intent in

looking at the long range planning in general and specifically at Section I of

LRPSI was to help frame curriculum and instruction issues that have implications

for technical assisters in Pennsylvania. As we consider those discussions, we

15
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do find that there are some specific suggestions that emerge for the technical

assister. In summary, we would advise the technical assister to:

1. Be prepared to make a commitment to the process, realizing
that reciprocal commitments by school districts to involve
technical assisters do not always occur.

2. Plan to spend considerable time "up front" in helping school
districts to see the whole of the planning process.

3, 'Foster a delnerate and participative process which involves
key staff and groups and recognizes the interdependence among
the parts of the long range plan.

4. Develop a high quality administrative plan.

5. Realize that the LRPST needs assessment process tends to focus
on the assessment and development of written curricula and to
address important instructional areas, one will be required to
go beyond standard LRPST guidelines,

6. Consider planning simultaneously for curriculum and planned
criurse development and instructional management.

7. Anticipate implementation and evaluation issues and address
them in action planning.

8. Recognize the conflicts inherent in your technical assistance
role and:

a. Don't promise more than you can deliver.

b. Fulfill all commitments made.

c. Realize the real (overt and hidden) cost to you and
your organization.

d. Build capacity and develop divisions of labor through
partnerships with other technical assistants.

e. Protect your credibility and strive for continuity of
specified services to school districts despite cutbacks.

While the knowledge base helpful to technical assisters has increased, so also

have the complex set of problems which we face. We strongly support the continu-

ation of dialogues between technical assisters such as those which occurred in

these seminars. Frther, we believe that more collaborative problem solving in

the future may build our collective capacity to provide the most effective technical

assistance and contribute as important partners in the process of School Improvement.
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